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Executive Summary
Process improvement allows businesses to streamline procedures by eliminating wasted
time and effort. There is an opportunity to improving the City of Portland’s recruitment
process and customer satisfaction by eliminating unnecessary process time and clarify
pinch points.
This workshop was intended to validate the current recruitment process and determine
process improvements or NeoGov features to be implemented in the recruitment process.
Through this we also hoped to quantify the expected time and other resources saved
due to these improvements or features in the immediate, short, and long term. By
brainstorming work plan components it is possible to improve and standardize the
recruitment process. The workshop additionally strived to increase both the Bureau of
Human Resources (BHR) and other bureaus’ awareness of the recruitment process.
To accomplish this, a series of information sensing sessions were conducted to better
understand the current recruitment processes. During the workshop, the participants
brainstormed process improvement features, voted for the features they believed had
the greatest potential and created a payoff matrix based on these results.
The results of the desired changes brainstorming and the voting averages are
shown in the table and the Process Improvement Payoff Matrix below.
Top Desired Change
(Order based on Value score)

Matrix Voting Results
Value

Effort

Implement Online Hiring Center (OHC)

2.93

2.86

Candidates Self-Schedule Hiring Interviews

2.86

2.07

NeoGov Workflow Features

2.77

2.08

Communicating Between BHR and Bureaus at All
Points in the Process

2.77

1.54

Standard Work Plan Format

2.71

1.21

More BHR Staff, or Staff Realignment

2.71

2.5

Hiring Manager Training

2.71

2.14
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In order to compare the Desired Changes in relation to one-another easier, the scale of the matrix was altered
from a scale of 2 to 3 for Value (y axis) -- instead of 1 to 3. The scale on the Effort (x axis) remained the same.

The participants then analyzed each task according to its expected time saving,
anticipated

obstacles

of

implementing

the

desired

changes

and

translated

modifications into cost savings and increased productivity.
The breakout groups determined that the combined lead time in the current state was
found to be 452.2 hours per recruitment. This is comprised of the lead times for all three
phases covered by the breakout groups: Requisition (179.2 hours), Job Posting (168.5
hours), and Eligible List (104.5 hours). Of this 452.2 hours, 397 was found to be non-value
added time
The breakout groups found that 15 hours can be cut from the lead time in the immediate
term (1 week) – due largely from changes made in the Eligible List phase with a 7.7%
reduction. In the Short Term (1 week – 6 months), the lead time can be cut to 398.2 hours,
which is 57 hours (or 11.9%) less than in the current state. In the Long Term (beyond 6
months), the lead time is projected to reduce to 352.2 hours – this is 100 hours less than
the current state. In other words, each recruitment has the potential to take 2.5 work
weeks less than it currently does. Of this 352.2 hours showing the lead time after long term
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changes, 302 was found to be non-value added time. Therefore, the amount of nonvalue added time was decreased from 397 in the current state to 302 in the long term –
or a decrease of 95 non-value added hours.
This analysis resulted in a comprehensive list of improvements to be considered moving
forward with the hiring process reform, known as the Action Plan, which can be seen
below.
WHAT

WHO

(Desired Change)

(Owner)

WHEN
(Immed., Short, Long
term)

Virtual Meetings (Microsoft Lync) – New

BHR and Bureaus

Immediate

Standard Work Plan

BHR DOER Team

Immediate or Short Term

Hiring Manager Training

BHR DOER Team

Short term (combined)

Improved Communication

BHR and Bureaus

Short Term

Online Hiring Center (OHC)

BHR

Short or Long Term

More BHR Staff or Staff Realignment

BHR Director

Short (if realignment) or

standard way of doing business

Long Term (if new hire)
Training Videos for How to Apply

BHR DOER Team

Long Term

NeoGov Workflow Feature

BHR DOER Team

Long Term

Use Supplemental Questions and an

BHR DOER Team

Long Term

Application, Rather Than a Resume and a
Cover Letter.

Afterwards the workshop participants determined what components are required to be
included in the standard Work Plan. These components were: a backup contact person
in the bureau, timeline and milestones, outreach, SME review date, posting and closing
dates or benchmarks, eligible list data, the date to receive the certification list, whether
there is an existing list, an orientation for the SME, certification date, the
documentation/forms that will be necessary to complete, the date for testing, and when
information sessions will be held.
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Background

City of Portland
The City of Portland has a unique government structure which is led by a Mayor and four
City Commissioners known as the City Council. Currently this includes: Mayor Charlie
Hales, Commissioner Nick Fish, Commissioner Amanda Fritz, Commissioner Steve Novick,
and Commissioner Dan Saltzman. These five act as the deciding body for various City
policy issues, including budgeting decisions, through voting.
As of 2014, the City of Portland employed roughly 5,402 employees, not accounting for
the seasonal workers. Under the Office of Management and Finance umbrella resides
the Bureau of Human Resources. (BHR) which provides a centralized function for all the
City’s human relation needs. The Diversity, Outreach, and Employment team (DOER
team) within BHR is responsible for facilitating the recruitments and hiring for the City. The
DOER team is comprised of three Senior Recruitment Analysts that support nearly 300
recruitments a year citywide.

Recruitment Process
The recruitment process begins by the bureau hiring manager determining there is a
position to be filled. Each bureau has their own process of how position opening are
approved but once it has been approved internally the hiring manager submits a
requisition form in TrackIt or NeoGov. BHR receives the requisition and then verifies the
vacancy through SAP or if there’s a special circumstance for the recruitment.
Once the vacancy has been verified BHR drafts a job posting and creates an exam plan.
BHR then develops a timeline that both BHR and the hiring manager can work with and
discuss outreach options. The hiring manager reviews the job posting, outreach options,
and timeline and makes any needed edits.
BHR submits the job posting to the selected outreach advertisements and opens the job
posting in NeoGov on a Monday. From here, the posting is either reviewed by SME or BHR.
If BHR reviews, they will evaluate daily to ensure the applicant pool is capped at 75 as
well as review the applicant pool with the hiring manager. If the posting was reviewed
by SME, it would simply accept applicants in the determined time frame then close when
instructed.
Once the job posting is closed, if BHR is reviewing it, a recruitment analyst completes the
review of all the applications. If they pass, the process continues on to the eligible list
phase. However, if they do not pass, the hiring manager reviews the no pass list and
determines whether he/she agrees with the decision.
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After the job posting closes, if an SME is reviewing it, the SME receives a notification with
a link and password to review and score applicants, then reviews and scores each
application and completes application review to send back to BHR.
The eligible list phase begins when BHR checking for a ranked list. If there is a ranked list,
BHR creates an eligible list with passing applicants in order of their final score. If there is
not a ranked list, BHR creates an equally ranked eligible list in alphabetical order. Then
either list is reviewed for veteran’s preferences. If there are veteran’s preferences, BHR
verifies their veteran’s preferences proof and checks if they meet the requirements. If
they do, appropriate veteran’s preference points are awarded and applied.
From here sensitive information is redacted and saved on a CD. The referral cert list is sent
to the hiring manager. BHR then informs the hiring manager that the referral cert is ready
to be picked up and notify the applicants of the decision. If the applicants are on the
cert list they receive notification that they made it to the next round and that the next
communication will be from the hiring bureau. If they are not, they receive notification
that they did not make it to the next round.

Workshop Purpose
The focus of this facilitated workshop was to examine opportunities to streamline and
standardize the Citywide recruitment process to improve customer and BHR employee
satisfaction. This was a synchronous facilitated workshop – a systematic approach to the
identification and elimination of wasted time, effort, materials and talents.
The first day (Tuesday March 10th) workshop participants focused on the current
recruitment process, brainstormed opportunities to streamline it, and determined
succinct, achievable process improvements to implement. The second day (Friday
March 13th) workshop participants defined how the determined process improvements
altered the current recruitment process and provided estimates of the time and
resources that will be saved due to the improvements in the short, medium, and long
term.

Desired Outcomes
► Validate the current recruitment process.
► Determine process improvements or NeoGov features to be implemented in the
recruitment process.
► Quantify the expected time and other resources saved due to these
improvements or features in the immediate, short, and long term.
► Brainstorm work plan components.
CITYWIDE RECRUITMENT PROCESS - MARCH 2015
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► Increase both BHR and other bureaus’ awareness of the recruitment process.

Metrics
Since 2010, the number of recruitments that the City has processed has increased
dramatically -- partly due to the rebound from the economic recession. From 2010 to
2014, the number of recruitments has increased from 200 to 287, or 44%. Therefore, on
average, recruitments have increased by 11% annually. If we were to use this 11% to
project the expected recruitments in 2015, the total would be 318.

While the number of recruitments have increased since 2010, the staff dedicated to
working on recruitments has diminished significantly. From 2010 to 2014, the number of
Senior HR Analysts was cut from six to four, or 33%. Additionally, all of the support staff from
2010 were eliminated by 2014. These support staff played a critical role in preparing
information and doing background work so that analysts could work more efficiently
when reviewing applications. From 2014 to 2015, another Senior HR Analyst position was
eliminated -- moving from four to three analysts. This Senior Analyst position was replaced
with one support staff position.
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Current Recruitment Process Times – NeoGov
The BTS Process Improvement Team analyzed data provided by the Bureau of Human
Resources, which showed the amount of time taken to accomplish particular tasks during
the recruitment process. This information was audited from January 2014-December 2014.
In particular, the Process Improvement Team analyzed the time of three segments: from
creating the requisition within NeoGov to opening the position up for applications in
NeoGov, from opening the position in NeoGov to closing the position in NeoGov, and
from closing the position in NeoGov to finishing the Eligible List (when done with by BHR
review).
Recruitments that were cancelled, placed on hold, or reviewed by a SME were removed
from the data set. This analysis focused on a BHR review instead of a SME review because
the data within NeoGov was incomplete for SME reviews and, therefore, unable to be
accurately examined.
The following are the results:
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The amount of time from creating a requisition within NeoGov to opening the position in
NeoGov so that applicants can begin applying, varies greatly. At minimum, it took one
day. However, at maximum, it took 48 days. Overall the mean average was 9 days -- this
total includes weekends when analysts do not work, so about a work week and two work
days.
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From Position open in NeoGov to position closed
(determined by hiring bureau)

0

Minimum

32

Maximum

14

Average (Mean)

0

5

10

15

Days

20

25

30

35

The time from opening the position and closing the position within NeoGov also varied
greatly. This is in part because there are many options for when to close a recruitment.
For instance, if the bureau would like a BHR review, then the recruitment is open until 75
applicants. Otherwise, bureaus can leave recruitments open within NeoGov for a
particular time frame – like two weeks – with the agreement that applications will be
reviewed by a SME, not a BHR analyst. This decision has implications for later on in the
process as well, since the amount of applications received impacts the amount of time
needed for review and scoring.
It was found that a position was open for less than a day in a particular instance (this can
be typical for positions like a Police Officer, where people are anticipating the opening
of the position). The maximum that a position was open in NeoGov was 32 days. The
average mean was 14 days, which is logical given the common application pool cap
placed at two weeks.
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The time from closing the position on NeoGov to completing the Eligible List by a BHR
analyst had the greatest variation. The minimum time required was one day -- it is
possible that the analyst was reviewing applications as they were coming in, which
allowed for the quick turnaround, but this is not confirmed. The maximum amount of
time used was 106 days. The mean average was 31 days – so an entire work month.

Unaltered Metrics

Survey Results
A survey was distributed to bureau representatives to gain an understanding of their
perception on the time required to complete various stages of the recruitment process.
It was necessary to have baseline metrics regarding the current time required to
accomplish recruitments at the City in order to realize measurable changes from future
process improvements. These baseline metrics could only be gained from firsthand
experience, like that of the bureaus. This was especially true, because NeoGov only
provided data on a few steps within the recruitment process – creating the inability to
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gain a more succinct understanding on which steps accounted for the bulk of the time
in the overall recruitment process.

The survey made the lack of standardization in the recruitment process very apparent.
Many survey respondents had a difficult time even answering the questions because the
steps didn’t even happen for them. This was especially true for any questions regarding
a Work Plan. Many respondents have never received a Work Plan – causing three of the
survey questions to be not applicable.
The following are the results of the survey showcasing the most commonly answered
response (mode):
Step Interval

Typical Time - Mode

Submitting a requisition and receiving a
confirmation.

0-4 Hours

Receiving the requisition confirmation
from BHR and receiving the initial draft
work plan.

1-5 work days

Receiving the initial draft work plan
from BHR and coming to a consensus
on the final work plan.

1-2 work weeks

Determining the final work plan with
BHR and coming to an agreement on
which outreach options to use.

1-2 work weeks

Determining which outreach options to
use and having your job posting posted
on NeoGov.

1-2 work weeks

Closure of your recruitment within
NeoGov and the completion of
applicant scoring (by SME).

3-4 work weeks

Many responses stated that they
never receive Work Plans.

Many responses stated that they
never receive Work Plans.

Many responses stated that they
never receive Work Plans.

Receiving an Eligible List from BHR or the
SME and scheduling the first round of
interviews.
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When comparing the total time from creating a requisition to completing the Eligible List
estimated by bureau representatives and shown in NeoGov, the results are quite similar.
Based on NeoGov, the minimum time it takes for this full process is 5 days while survey
respondents stated 9. The maximum time from NeoGov is 156 days; the maximum time
from the survey was 80 days. Although these numbers are quite different from each other,
they still demonstrate how survey respondents are cognizant of the large time range
possible within the recruitment process. The mean average from NeoGov was 54 days,
while survey respondents estimated that it takes 45 days on average (only nine days
apart).
The following two graphs show the results:

NeoGov Total: From Requisition Created to Eligible List
Completed by BHR Analyst, Not SME Review

Minimum

5

156

Maximum

54

Average (Mean)

0

20

40
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Survey Total: From Requisition Created to Eligible List
Completed by BHR Analyst, Not SME Review

9

Minimum
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Information Sensing Session Results
Over many months, the process improvement team had hour long information sensing
sessions with bureau hiring managers, HR business partners, recruitment senior analysts,
and agencies external to the City of Portland. These external agencies included the
State of Oregon Department of Administration (DAS), Multnomah County’s Aging,
Disability, and Veterans services (ADVS), and Portland State University human resources
department. Appendix E contains the summary for each of these information sensing
sessions.
In general, there seems to be a lack of understanding within bureaus about the standard
recruitment process, including the outreach methods. Some managers showed a desire
for a manual or handbook showing how the recruitment process works within the City.
There is also a desire for a standard work plan to be created for the recruitment process
– this would include a timeline. The full summary of these sessions are available in
Appendix F.
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Day One Results
In-Scope, Out-of-Scope
Workshop participants were asked to brainstorm elements they believed were In-Scope
and Out-of-Scope for process improvements. These elements were written on sticky notes,
voted on, and then organized by the highest vote to the lowest vote. Each element was
discussed by the group to determine if it was In-Scope or Out-of-Scope.

Vote

In-Scope Element
7
7
7
7
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Communication.
Using technology for communicating (WebEx, record instructions,
record meetings).
Tracking – being able to see what stage a recruitment is in.
Transparent workflow.
Streamlining time from eligible list to referral/ cert list.
Commitment on the work plan timeline.
Automated rejection letter.
Streamline time to eligible list.
Automated commination with applicant throughout the process.
Process time expectations.
Types of recruitments (phases) – requisition, job posting, eligible list.
Staffing
Always debrief recruitments to assess what needs to be approved.
Clearer, more concise
Remove required skills and abilities from cover letter and instead have
a separated list of supplemental questions addressing KSA’s
(knowledge, skills, and abilities).
Evaluation process.
Treading – looking at “high season” of recruitments. It they exists be
able to staff up dynamically.
Education – how job posting elements inform the review/selection
process.
Making the process of sharing recruitments between bureaus easier.
Templets for explaining the process.
Interview panel “resource list” for diverse external participants.
Process maps as part of communication process on the website.
Advertising outreach.

NeoGov – Insight
NeoGov has been helping the public sector streamline their recruiting and hiring process
since 1999. NeoGov’s exclusively web based service reduces time and effort, improves
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screening for quality of hire and decreases advertising costs. The basic workflow of
NeoGov includes: requisition, recruitment, selection/ testing, applicant tracking,
certification/ eligible list, on boarding and performance evaluation. Customer surveys
after one year of service show significantly reduced time, effort and cost in the hiring
process.
NeoGov provides a cloud based system for managing the recruitment process from start
to finish.
The system allows managers to:
► Create requisitions.
► Manage and route workflows.
► Post positions.
► Accept applications online.
► Schedule interviews.
► Rank applicants.
NeoGov has built a leading position in public-sector recruitment in the U.S., and has
expanded into other areas of talent management. An overview of NeoGov can be
found at https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/324895720 .

Insight Features
The hiring manager begins the process by logging into NeoGov and creating a requisition
by choosing from the job descriptions in the system. Any of the forms can be customized
if needed. Once the approval group(s) are determined, the manager saves and releases
the requisition which goes out to the selected approver(s) via email notification.
When the approver logs in they can see all their requisitions, who created them and their
approval status. Once approved or denied, a notice will go out to next approver or HR
so it can be posted.
HR then adds the new job posting by specifying the job description, job title, job number,
job type, department, how long the position will be posted on the website and when it
should be taken down. If the position is an open recruitment, it can be manually take
down when ready. HR may also select categories and location to make it easier for
applicants to find the position. Application template can be edited with specific
information such as salary or additional questions.
This position can be posted to the website as an internal or open position. Applicants can
search positions online. If a position is not currently recruiting the applicant can enter
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contact information to be emailed when the position becomes open. To apply, the
applicant choses a position, creates a NeoGov account or signs in, enter contact
information, work history, education, references and any additional information or
attachments which can be saved for any other position they apply to. The online
interface then takes the user to application questions and supplemental questions. The
applicant reviews all information before certifying and submitting the application. They
then receive an email notification. Applicants can additionally see any application
history and status through the portal which also allows them to self-schedule for exam or
interview.
HR can log back in and see all different open recruitments with their hits, applications
and remaining time. NeoGov can filter applicants, create eligible lists and the weight of
the hiring steps. HR recruiters may also specify scoring on a pass/fail basis for certain
criteria or manually score. They can notify applicants during any step of the process with
templates. Once steps are completed NeoGov compiles and shares an eligible list with
managers that can be as detailed or minimal as desired.
When the hiring manager logs back in, they can see all recruitments in process and edit
interview feedback. If the manager wants to hire, he/she can create an electronic hire
form which can be edited if needed and routed for approval just like requisition before
an offer is extended.
Metrics and reporting features allow HR to create reports that can be printed or exported.
NeoGov also includes Ad Hoc report builder which enables HR to create original reports.
All reports can be set as a subscription to automatically be generated and sent out.
Candidate tracking is also available to search for specific individuals and see all their
information and history. Video tutorials, discussion forms, documents and customer
support are provided to all customers.

Online Hiring Center
The Online Hiring Center (OHC) system is a diverse suite of services and automations
within NeoGov, of which the City owns, but has yet to fully utilize. The OHC automates,
records, and communicates recruitment decisions all along the process. These decisions
include generating, approving, and organizing personnel requisitions and reviewing and
scoring applications. These capabilities create the opportunity for streamlining of the
overall recruitment process. For example, the Online Hiring Center has a workflow feature
that allows bureaus to route requisitions for approval -- eliminating unnecessary
processing time to send a requisition manually. OHC also provides services like prescreening of applications based off of supplemental questions and applicant self-
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scheduling for interviews – both of which remove burdens from BHR and Bureau hiring
managers.

Process Improvement Brainstorming
Workshop participants were asked to Brainstorm potential process improvements or
NeoGov features that they believed would add value to the enterprise for the
recruitment process. They then wrote down one element per sticky note and explained
to the group why that element would improve the process. Afterwards, the participants
voted on the process improvements or NeoGov features that they believed to have the
greatest potential to add value to the enterprise.
The top voted features or process changes were used in the following activity: the Process
Improvement Payoff Matrix.

Process Improvement Brainstorming Voting

Vote

Process Improvements
13
11
10
10
8
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
0
0
0

Formal timeline agreement, standardized work plan format and
elements.
Fully implement OHC online hiring.
Outreach forecasting plan.
Utilize function to allow candidates to schedule interviews and
compose automated rejection letters.
Eliminate eligible list and use referrals. Communities of interest help
advise BHR.
Use more workflow features in NoeGov at bureau level like interviews,
background checks, etc.
Communication at all points of recruitment process.
Outreach master database.
Full implementation of NeoGov and political support.
New manager onboarding including recruitment process overview.
Improve communication with applicants.
More staff.
Consider application in lieu of cover letter and resume in order to
allow for automated pre-screening.
Use supplemental questions to help pre-screen in NeoGov.
How to apply training video.
Open continuous recruitment.
Paperless process.
Transition away from NeoGov.
Write one page explaining each process that includes requirements
for transfers.
Performance evaluation through NeoGov and SAP.
Open certification list available to hiring managers.
Hold regular process review sessions with BHR and bureaus.
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0
0

Use NeoGov for recruitment tracking.
Do resume referrals through NeoGov.

Priority Vote
After the initial voting, the top 16 new NeoGov features or process changes were
individually scored by workshop participants on their Value (from low to high) and their
Effort (from low to high). For this exercise, Value was defined as “the amount of
streamlining and improvement a new feature or process change would produce.” Effort
was defined as “the time and resources it would take the City to implement new functions
and conduct training.”
The workshop participants were asked to rank the top 16 process improvements (based
on the previous Process Improvement Brainstorming and Voting activities) according to
their perceived Value and Effort to the City – choosing between low, medium, and high.
The voting results were compiled to create an average Value and Effort for each desired
change and are shown in the following table. The desired changes that received the
highest scores for Value are at the top of the list, working down to the desired changes
with the lowest Value at the bottom of the list.

Tag
Number

Desired Change
(Order based on Value score)

Matrix Results
Value

Effort

2

Implement Online Hiring Center (OHC)

2.93

2.86

10

Candidates Self-Schedule Hiring Interviews

2.86

2.07

3

NeoGov Workflow Features

2.77

2.08

5

Communicating Between BHR and Bureaus at
All Points in the Process

2.77

1.54

1

Standard Work Plan Format

2.71

1.21

9

More BHR Staff, or Staff Realignment

2.71

2.5

12

Hiring Manager Training

2.71

2.14
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14

Fully Implement NeoGov Features

2.69

2.77

15

Training Videos for How to Apply at the City of
Portland

2.62

2.08

8

Improve Communications with Applicants

2.57

1.43

16

Outreach Tracking and Mass Outreach
Database

2.54

1.69

11

Use Supplemental Questions

2.46

1.46

13

Application Rather than Resume and Cover
Letter

2.46

2.15

4

Forecast Plan

2.43

1.79

6

Automated Rejection Letter for Final Hiring

2.36

1.57

7

Eliminate Eligibility List

NA

NA

Process Improvement Payoff Matrix
These averages are shown on the Process Improvement Payoff Matrix below, with Effort
on the X axis and Value on the Y axis.
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All of the desired
changes
considered

were
to

have medium to
high Value, with
varying levels of
Effort

required

for
implementation.

Scaled Process
Improvement Payoff Matrix
In order to compare the Desired Changes in relation to one-another easier, the scale of
the matrix was altered from a scale of 2 to 3 for Value (y axis) -- instead of 1 to 3. The
scale for Effort (x axis) remained the same.
From here, it is apparent that four Desired Changes fall into the “sweet spot”, which are
changes that create high Value with low Effort to implement. The four that fall into this
category include: Standard Work Plan and Format, Communicating Between BHR and
Bureaus at All Points in the Process, Improve Communication with Applicants, and
Outreach Tracking and Mass Outreach Database.
Implementing the Online Hiring Center (OHC) was the Desired Change with the highest
Value and also the highest Effort – OHC also encompasses many of the other Desired
Changes, so portions of OHC could be implemented and create a benefit while working
towards a full OHC rollout. An Application Instead of a Resume was the Desired Change
with the lowest Value and highest Effort, showcased in the bottom right quadrant of the
matrix.
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Day Two Results

Process Improvement Tool Box
The Process Improvement Tool Box is comprised of three forms including: the Map the
Process Worksheet, the ID the Waste Worksheet, and the L.I.F.E. Chart.
For the Map the Process Worksheet, workshop participants were asked to:
1. Analyze each task and sub-task based on the value-added time and the nonvalue added time needed complete each one.
►

Value added time: From the eyes of the customer, the part of the process
that meets the customer’s expectations.

►

Non-Value added time: The part of the process that doesn’t meet
customer expectations and produces or contributes to waste.

2. Write these time amounts in the corresponding Value-added and Non-value
added columns.
3. Estimate the expected time savings (value added and non-value added) Based
on the desired changes determined in the ID the Waste Exercise Worksheet,
estimate the time savings in:
► Immediate State
► Short Term
► Long Term
4. Tag the change with a comment and a number that will correspond with the ID
the Waste Worksheet.
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For the ID the Waste Worksheet, workshop participants were asked to:
1. In correspondence with the 7 Types of Waste and 3 Waste contributors rows, list
the observed waste in the process in the Observations column.
2. Write the desired changes for each of these observed wastes in the Desired
Changes column.
3. Label all desired changes with number tags in the Tags column that corresponds
with the change in the Process Worksheet.
4. Write in the time period that this desired change will create an impact (immediate,
short, or long term) in the Immed/Short/Long Term column.
5. Write in the anticipated obstacles of implementing the desired changes in the
Obstacles column.

Based on the lead-time, inventory, floor space and efficiency measurements, the L.I.F.E
chart lists the Current State, the Immediate Improved state, the Short-Term Improved
state and the Long-Term Improved state. These cells are auto-populated by linking the
components of the Mapping the Process Worksheet. The results of improved state
modifications are typically translated into cost savings and increased productivity.
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7 Types of Waste
1. Over Production
► You create or own more units of a product than the market demands.
□ Example: continue to order desktops when your bureau has no
demand for them.
2. Correction Cycles
► Inefficient workflow that results in returning through a task or set of tasks to
accommodate changes or correct errors.
□ Example: A Cherwell ticket was filled out incorrectly, so Helpdesk
Staff must call the customer to ask clarifying questions and fill out the
missing information themselves.
3. Information and Materials Movement
► When necessary information and materials are delayed or difficult to
receive causing disruptions in the workflow.
□ Example: A BTS staff-member is responsible to change the firewall,
but has not been trained to do so, so they wait until somebody is free
to teach them.
4. Lead-time Processing Cycles
► The time it takes before you even start the task; this is non-value added time
in preparation process.
□ Example: Network staff are available to make changes to the
firewall, but they have not received the needed information from
the customer to begin, so they must wait.
5. Inventory Excess
► Large inventories of supplies beyond what is demanded by customers,
which typically cost additional overhead to store.
□ Example: Desktops that have not been dispersed to bureaus must
be stored within BTS taking up costly space and tying up funds that
could be used for other activities.
6. Motion: Inefficient Movement
► Movement and steps in a process that can be consolidated to create the
same amount and quality of output faster.
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□ Example: A staff member walks to the printer five separate times to
pick up different print-outs, instead of just printing all the print-outs at
the same time and making one trip.
7. Waiting: Idle Time
► Wasted time when workers have to wait for resources.
□ Example: A BTS staff member must have a piece of information
clarified by a co-worker before they can continue to work, but their
co-worker is in meetings all day, so they must wait until the next day
to continue.

Contributors of Waste
1. Overburdened Staff
2. Unevenness in Work Cycles
3. Process Methods

Calculating the Baseline
Each breakout group calculated the baseline time of each phase within the Map the
Process Worksheet. This was done by taking the time frames between major steps
identified within NeoGov and applying them to the process maps. Since NeoGov only
acknowledged the time required between major tasks, the breakout groups were
asked to break the time frames given into each of the subtasks shown within the
process map.
Note: NeoGov provides total days instead of working days so weekends were manually
eliminated from the numbers provided by NeoGov. To find the total hours, each group
multiplied the working days by working hours (or 8).

Breakout Group A – Phase 1: Requisition
Breakout Group A was responsible for finding the waste and potential improvements for
the Requisition phase of the recruitment process. The group determined that the average
lead time for this phase in the current state is 179.2 hours. The group also determined that
by implementing the Desired Changes the lead time could be reduced by 43 hours to
136.2 hours in the long-term.
Implementing the NeoGov Online Hiring Center (OHC) was identified as a Desired
Change that would have a significant impact on the requisition phase of the recruitment
process. The OHC would help with determining that a position needs to be filled,
preparing application copies, and maintaining a running list of applicants. Breakout
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Group A also identified providing training for hiring managers, adding or realigning BHR
staff, utilizing virtual meetings (Microsoft Lync) and using supplemental questions and
applications rather than resumes and cover letters as ways to improve the recruitment
process.
The following table provides further details on the impact of the Desired Changes on the
Requisition phase of the recruitment as identified by Breakout Group A:

WHAT
(Desired Change)

Process
Step
(NN.N - #)

WHO
(Owner)

WHEN
(Immed,
Short, Long)

Use supplemental questions and
an application, rather than a
resume and a cover letter

2A.111&13

BHR
Director

Long Term

Hiring manager training

5A-12

BHR
Analysts

Immediate

Implement online hiring center
(OHC) - Determine that a position
needs to be filed

1.0&2-3

BHR
DOER
Team

Long Term

Implement online hiring center
(OHC) - Preparing application
copies

1.0&2-3

BHR
DOER
Team

Long Term

Implement online hiring center
(OHC) - Yes (running list), Want to
recruit off of it?

2A&3-2

BHR
DOER
Team

Long Term

More BHR staff

4.0-9

BHR
Director

Long Term

BHR staff realignment

4.0-9

BHR
Director

Short Term

Virtual Meetings (Microsoft Lync) –
New standard way of doing
business

New

BHR
&
Bureaus

Immediate
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Breakout Group B – Phase 2: Job Posting
Breakout Group B was responsible for finding the waste and potential improvements for
the Job Posting phase. The group determined that the average lead time for this phase
is 168.5 in the current state. By implementing the Desired Changes, this lead time could
be reduced to 152.5 hours in the long term – according to the group. They noted that this
lead time could actually be reduced significantly more, but it was difficult to quantify
how the changes would specifically impact each of these steps.
The NeoGov Workflow Feature was a Desired Change that would clearly impact this
portion of the process. By being able to see where BHR is at in the process, managers will
be able to plan ahead. In specific, managers will be able to see that they will soon need
to review the pass or no pass list and dedicate time on their calendar in advance to do
so – instead of finding out it’s time to review and having to wait a week or more to find
time to complete the task.
Breakout Group B also emphasized the importance of creating a Hiring Manager Training
and, specifically, a video version of the training. By having a video, a manager can
watch it at their convenience and re-watch it when they are about to start a recruitment
to be refreshed on the process. This is important because a manager may not do a
recruitment for months after the training, at which point they could have forgotten what
they’ve learned.
The following table provides further depth on the impact of the Desired Changes on the
Job Posting phase, completed by Breakout Group B:

WHAT
(Desired Change)

NeoGov Workflow Feature

Process
Step

WHO

WHEN

(Owner)

(Immed,
Short,
Long)

33.B – 3

BHR

Long Term

25.A

BHR

Long Term

(NN.N - #)

-Managers will be able to plan for
their time to review the pass or no
pass list. This eliminates non-value
added time.
NeoGov Workflow Feature
-Also there are many other
benefits for the Bureaus by having
access to more information
throughout the process.
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Standard Work Plan

All Steps

BHR

Short Term

Improved Communication

All Steps

BHR

Short Term

More BHR Staff, or Staff
Realignment

All Steps

BHR

Long Term

All Steps

BHR

Long Term

All Steps

BHR

Long Term

-Will impact the ability to
implement the other desired
changes.

Hiring Manager Training (Video)
-Will create greater awareness
about the overall recruitment
process to streamline it.
Training Videos for How to Apply

Many other steps were not involved in this process including: the forecast plan,
automated rejection letter, outreach tracking and mass outreach database, and selfscheduling hiring interviews.

Breakout Group C – Phase 3: Eligible List
Breakout Group C was responsible for finding the waste and potential improvements for
phase three the Eligible/ Certification list phase. The group determined that the average
non-value added time for this phase is 93.50 hours in the current state. By implementing
the Desired Changes, this non value added time could be reduced to 53.50 hours In the
long term – according to the group. They noted that this lead time could actually be
reduced significantly more with upstream changes, but it was difficult to quantify how
the changes would specifically impact each of these steps.
The NeoGov Online Hiring Center (OHC) was a Desired Change that would clearly
impact this portion of the process. By being able to see where BHR is at in the process,
managers will be able to plan ahead. In specific, managers will be able to see that
where they are in reviewing application and plan ahead for when the task will be
complete.
The OHC also has significant impact for hiring managers on the hiring side of the process.
The most significant impact is creating transparency in the process but it also provides
tools for hiring the right candidate. By implementing this portion of NeoGov for bureaus
will allow for more automation and streamlining of hiring tasks along with creating a
consistent audit trail. This would also eliminate the need for bureaus to physically go pick
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up hiring documents from BHR as they would now have the ability to access those
documents digitally.

WHAT

Process
Step

(Desired Change)

WHO

WHEN

(Owner)

(Immed,
Short,
Long)

(NN.N - #)

2. OHC – allowing hiring
managers access to the cert list.

48, 52

BHR

Short term

1. Standard work plan

44

BHR

Immediate

Work Plan Components Brainstorming
Workshop participants brainstormed requirements and components that they would like
to see in the soon-to-be-created Work Plan. When brainstorming, they were asked to
think about what components should be standardized and what agreements are
necessary for process effectiveness.
They then wrote each requirement or component on a sticky note and posted the note
on a board in front of a group. A draft of this work plan in available in appendix D.

Work Plan Components Voting
Vote

Work Plan Components

12
10
10
10
7
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Backup person in bureau.
Timeline/ milestone.
Outreach.
SME review date.
Posting/ closing.
Eligible list data.
Certification list date.
Existing list.
SME orientation.
Certification date.
Necessary documentation with requisition (required forms).
Testing date.
Info session.
Open/ close date.
Job title.
Type of recruitment.
Job announcement street data or due date.
Post number.
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Jobless number.
Job number.
Limited or open.
Know whether there is an existing list.
Recruitment.
Eligible list date.
BHR review date.
Classification number and title.
Type of document.

L.I.F.E Chart

Leadtime – The amount of time it takes to prepare for a task.
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The combined lead time in the current state was found to be 452.2 hours per recruitment.
This is comprised of the lead times for all three phases covered by the breakout groups:
Requisition (179.2 hours, Job Posting (168.5 hours), and Eligible List (104.5 hours). 15 hours
can be cut from the lead time in the immediate term (1 week) – due largely from
changes made in the Eligible List phase with a 7.7% reduction.
In the Short Term (1 week – 6 months), the lead time can be cut to 398.2 hours, which is
57 hours (or 11.9%) less than in the current state. Again, the majority of these time savings
are in the Eligible List phase, with a 39.2% reduction. The Requisition phase was also
reduced, however, by 7.3%.
In the Long Term (beyond 6 months), the lead time is projected to reduce to 352.2 hours
– this is 100 hours less than the current state. In other words, each recruitment has the
potential to take 2.5 work weeks less than it currently does. All phases contributed to this
long term reduction. The Requisition phase was decreased by 24%, the Job Posting phase
was decreased by 9.5%, and the Eligible List had the largest decrease with 39.2%.

Inventory – The account of assets used within the process.
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Inventory refers to a different unit for each Breakout Group, depending on what was
logically being used/created within each phase. The group started with a baseline of
130 Requisitions, 127 Job Postings, and 107 Eligible Lists created per year in the current
state. These numbers decrease because some positions are put on hold or cancelled
midway through the recruitment process.
The Immediate, Short Term, and Long Term inventories automatically calculate based
on the new lead times (each individual unit is completed faster so more can be
completed in a year).
Five more requisitions can be completed based on changes made in the immediate
state, nine more based on changes made in the short term and 31 more based on
changes in the long term. Therefore, in the long term, a total of 161 requisitions can be
expected to be completed in the same amount of time that it is taking to complete 130
requisitions currently.
The same amount of job postings are expected to be processed in the immediate and
short term as are currently being completed. However, in the long term, 139 job postings
can be processed in the same amount of time that it currently takes to process 127 (an
increase of 12 postings or 8.7%).
Due to changes that can be implemented right away, nine more eligible lists can be
completed in the immediate state than the current state. In the short term and long term,
149 eligible lists can be completed, which is 34 more eligible lists than in the current state
(an increase of 28.2%).
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When combining each of these units (requisitions, job postings, and eligible lists) it comes
to 364 units in the current state. This total increases to 377.3 units in the immediate term,
415.4 units in the short term, and 449 units in the long term. Therefore, in all, 84 more units
can be completed in the long term than the current state during the same amount of
time.

Floor space - The measurement of the area in which the process is
performed.

Floor space was not taken into consideration for this exercise because there are no
intentions to move desks or make other physical adjustments within BHR.

Efficiency – Doing things well.
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Efficiency is calculated as “Unit of Output/Person/Day”. So for this exercise, it is
“Inventory/3(which is the number of BHR analysts)/250(because there are 250 work days
a year)”.
The overall process becomes more efficient by 3.5% in the immediate term, 12.4% in the
short term, and 19% in the long term compared to the current state -- with a long term
efficiency rate of .60.
The greatest increase in efficiency is gained in the Eligible phase within the short term,
which has an increase in efficiency of 28.2%. Another large increase in efficiency is made
in the Requisition phase in the long term, which has an increase in efficiency of 19.3%
compared to the current state.

Next Steps
Group Recommendations
Online Hiring Center
Bureaus need to know where they are in the recruitment process. As an outcome of the
Citywide Recruitment synchronous workshop results above, the group recommends a
realignment of the use of our recruiting software NeoGov. Implementing the NeoGov
Online Hiring Center (OHC) for key bureau personal and managers will create a
transparency in the process that has been desired. Some of the responsibilities that BHR
currently preforms will shift to the bureaus allowing BHR to focus on vital tasks. This shift will
not only mean the bureaus have more responsibilities, but they will also have more tools
available throughout the recruiting and hiring process. Implementing the OHC will
provide a more customer focused approach that streamlines services, and provides for
audit capable repeatable processes that are sustainable.
Standard Work Plan
A large focus has been on communication and transparency throughout the process. In
order to set the stage and ensure each recruitment has a clear plan between BHR and
the hiring manager, the workshop participants agreed there needs to be a standard work
plan for each recruitment. This work plan should be developed in the beginning of the
recruitment process between the two parties, outlining a timeline for major steps that
both parties can agree. This work plan should lay out who the bureau’s backup person is
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in case the hiring manager is out of the office, what the milestones and timeline for each
task should be, and what documents will be needed at that step, etc. This plan becomes
a living document for the life of the recruitment until the bureau has their certification list.
Education
Education has been identified as an issue, not only internally within the City, but also
externally to applicants. Internally, there needs to be a general overview training about
the recruitment and hiring process for managers and supervisors in City bureaus. The
proposed idea was to create a training video. This allows for employees to train as
needed and re-watch the video when they are about to start a recruitment to be
refreshed on the process.

Consolidated Action Plan

Immediate (Within one month)
WHAT
(Desired Change)

WHO
(Owner)

Hiring manager training
BHR DOER Team
Virtual Meetings (Microsoft Lync) – New standard way of BHR and Bureaus
doing business
Standard Work Plan
BHR DOER Team
The workshop participants determined three changes that should be completed
immediately. The first is to create a hiring manager training. This training will cover the
recruitment process and what is expected from hiring managers – creating mutual
understandings between BHR and bureaus. The second change was created after the
brainstorming exercise: virtual meetings. Virtual meetings add flexibility for scheduling a
meeting time because people do not need to factor in traveling time or their location
during the week. This was especially important for the recruitment process because some
unions require meetings during the recruitment process, which can take great amounts
of time to schedule. The third immediate change is the creation of a standard work plan.
A work plan ensures agreement between BHR and bureaus on the timeframes for
deliverables, communication methods, and additional details of the particular
recruitment. A draft of this work plan in available in appendix D.

Short Term (1 month – 6 months)
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WHAT
(Desired Change)

WHO
(Owner)

BHR staff realignment
Standard Work Plan
Improved Communication
Online Hiring Center (OHC) – Allowing hiring managers access
to the certified list, specifically.

BHR Director
BHR DOER Team
BHR and Bureaus
BHR

The changes determined for the short term include: BHR staff realignment, creating a
standard work plan, improving communication, and implementing the NeoGov Online
Hiring Center. One breakout group believed that the BHR staff could be realigned in
order to create a larger workforce focusing on recruitments – lessening the heavy burden
on the few existing BHR Senior Analysts. Since this is a realignment, and not a new staff
member, this change is possible within the 1–6 month time frame. While developing a
standard work plan was previously stated by one breakout group as an immediate term
change, another group found that this desired change is more plausible to be
completed in the short term. Despite a differing time frame, the benefits remain as
previously stated.

Improving communication was also determined to be a desired change for the short
term. This encompasses communication between the BHR DOER Team and hiring
managers regarding the status of the recruitment process, any expected delays, what is
required from one-another, and additional communications.
Implementing the NeoGov Online Hiring Center (OHC) was considered a change that
could be completed in the short term by one group and in the long term by another
group. OHC includes many of the other Desired Changes, but is a bundled package that
would be rolled-out Citywide. Therefore, it is largely considered to be a major undertaking
that would create a great deal of value, but also require a great deal of effort to
accomplish.

Long Term (Over 6 months)
WHAT
(Desired Change)
Use supplemental questions and an application, rather than
a resume and a cover letter.
Online Hiring Center (OHC)
More BHR staff or staff realignment
Hiring manager training (Video)
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(Owner)
BHR Director
BHR DOER Team
BHR Director
BHR DOER Team
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Training videos for how to apply
NeoGov Workflow Feature

BHR DOER Team
BHR DOER Team

Several desired changes were determined to be accomplishable in the long term. Using
supplemental questions and an application (instead of a resume and cover letter as is
currently used) was recommended by one breakout group because they believed that
this would be easier to review by analysts and be more straightforward for applicants.
This was considered long term, however, because the entire system and methods of
review would need to be altered. Gaining more BHR staff was also considered a long
term change – it is timely to gain funding for a position and to recruit the new employee.
While hiring manager training was considered an immediate change by one breakout
group, it was considered a long term change by another. This is partly because the group
determined that a video format would be the most valuable training method because it
could be reviewed as necessary instead of a one time in-person training. This training
video will likely take time to plan, develop, test, and implement. This change relates to
another long term change: training videos for how to apply. Many applicants find the
application process confusing, especially the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) section.
The last long term desired change is utilizing the NeoGov workflow feature. This change
will allow bureaus to see what stage of the recruitment process their particular
recruitment is in – allowing them to plan their time accordingly. The workflow feature was
stated as a long term change because it will take time to determine how much
information is appropriate to make available to managers and for training.
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Appendix
Appendix A
Phase 1: Requisition
The recruitment process begins by the hiring manager determining there is a position to be filled
[1] and if there is a running list available [2]. If a list is available and the manager wants to recruit
off it [2A], the process is over. If the list is not used or available, the hiring manager submits a
requisition form in Trackit or NeoGov [3], which is sent to BHR’s recruitment inbox [4]. BHR then
verifies the vacancy through SAP [5]. If there is a vacancy or special circumstance [5A], BHR
checks recall [6]. If there is a recall or injured workers [7], BHR lets the bureau know to halt the
process [6A]. However, if there is not, BHR forwards the requisition to the hiring manager [8] and
lets them know they have started the recruitment process [8A]. BHR then checks if it is a
represented position [9] or a multi-bureau position [9A]. If it is neither, BHR goes on to check if
clarification is needed or portions are missing [10]. If it is a represented or multi bureau position,
BHR holds a meeting with all bureaus that have this represented position [9B] and waits for an
agreement from the hiring manager [9C].
After an agreement is reached, BHR checks if clarification is necessary or if materials are missing
from the requisition. If further clarification is needed, the hiring manager answers the question or
submits missing information to BHR [10A]. Once all information is clear and compiled, BHR drafts a
job posting [11] and creates an exam plan [12]. BHR then develops a timeline that both BHR and
the hiring manager can work with and discusses outreach options [13]. They then send the draft
job posting, exam plan, outreach and timeline to hiring manager for review [14].
The hiring managers reviews the job posting and outreach options and makes any needed edits
[15]. From there, the hiring manager reviews and makes any edits to the timeline and exam plan
[16]. BHR reviews the hiring manager’s edits [17] and checks for additional edits [18]. If additional
edits are needed, BHR sends a second draft back to the hiring manager [14]. If there are no edits,
BHR finalizes evaluation steps [19] and the hiring manager reviews the job posting [20]. If the hiring
manager does not approve the posting, it returns to the editing process [15]. However, if the
posting is approved, it is sent back to BHR to check for mandates or constraints [21]. The posting is
discussed with the City Attorney’s office [21A] and if mandates or constraints are found, it is put
back in the editing process [18]. If none are found, BHR finalizes the job posting, exam plan and
timeline [22] which brings the process to the job posting phase.
At the same time, the applicant starts the process by going to www.governmentjobs.com and
clicking “Sign In [1A].” If the applicant already has an account [1B] they may continue and login
[1C]. If the applicant does not, they must create an account [1B1] by entering new account
information and clicking ”Create” [1B2] before logging in [1C].
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Appendix B
Phase 2: Job Posting
The job posting phase begins when BHR submits the job posting advertisements [23]. The job
posting opens in NeoGov on Monday [24]. From here, the applicants are either reviewed by SME
or BHR [25]. If BHR reviews, they will evaluate daily to ensure the applicant pool is capped at 75
[25A] as well as review the applicant pool with the hiring manager [26]. The hiring manager must
decide whether to accept the current applicant pool or not [27A]. The hiring manager may
extend the job posting date and do more outreach [27B] if they do not wish to accept the current
applicant pool. In this case BHR would let the current applicants know of the extension [27C].
If the applicant pool is adequate or the hiring manager chooses to accept it anyway, the
recruitment continues [28] and closes when the time period is over or the applicant cap is reached
[29]. If the posting was reviewed by SME, it would simply accept applicants in the determined time
frame [25B] then close when instructed [29].
Once the job posting is closed, if BHR is reviewing it [30], a recruitment analyst completes the
review of all the applications [31B] to create the eligibility list. The hiring manager then reviews the
no pass list [33B] and determines whether he/she agrees with the decision [34B]. The hiring
manager either lets BHR know he/she agrees [34B1] or discusses the situation with BHR [34B2] and
come to an agreement [35B]. From here the process continues to the eligible list phase.
After the job posting closes, if an SME is reviewing it, BHR will set up access for the SME in NeoGov
[31A], orientate SME’s [32A] and assign the SME to the appropriate applications to review and
score [33A]. During this time, the SME receives notification with a link and password to review and
score applicants [33A1], reviews and scores each application [33A2] and completes application
review to send back to BHR [33A3]. If some of the SMEs are not beginning to review, as they should
[34A], BHR will contact SME to see if they have any questions or are having problems [34A1].
Once all the SME’s have finished the scoring, BHR will review and verify that there are not any
anomalies with the scoring [35A]. If there are anomalies in the scoring [36A], BHR [36B] and SME
[36C] work together to resolve the issue. When there are no more anomalies [36A], the process
continues to the eligible list phase.

Appendix C
Phase 3: Eligible List
The eligible list phase begins with BHR checking for a ranked list [37]. If there is a ranked list, BHR
creates an eligible list with passing applicants in order of their final score [37B]. If there is not a list,
BHR creates an equally ranked eligible list in alphabetical order [37A]. Then either list is reviewed
for veteran’s preferences [38]. If there are veteran’s preferences [39], BHR verifies their veteran’s
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preferences proof [40] and checks if they meet the requirements [41]. If they do not, no veteran’s
preference points are awarded [41A]. BHR then confirms that there is a ranked list for both these
veterans and the veterans who meet the requirements [42]. If so, BHR applies applicable points
[42A]. Once points are applied, BHR finalizes the eligible list [43].
BHR then creates a referral certification list [44] and looks for veteran preferences [45]. Veterans
are put at the top of the list and highlighted [46B] if there is not a ranked list. If there is a ranked list,
veterans stay in order and are highlighted [46A]. In either scenario, BHR then sends a notice to the
bureau BHR business partner of the name and type of veteran on the referral certification list [47].
Sensitive information is then redacted and saved on a CD [48]. The referral certification list is sent
to the hiring manager [49]. BHR then informs the hiring manager that the referral certification list is
ready to be picked up [50] and notify the applicants of the decision [51B]. If the applicants are
on the certification list [52B], they receive notification that they made it to the next round [52BA]
and that the next communication will be from the hiring bureau. If they are not, they receive
notification that they did not make it to the next round [52BB].
Meanwhile, the hiring manager receives the certification list [51A], goes to the BHR office in the
Portland Building to pick up the referral materials [52A] and begins setting up interviews and filling
the position [53A]. At this point, the eligibility phase is complete.
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Appendix D
Recruitment Work Plan
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Appendix E
Industry Overview
State of Oregon - Department of Administrative Services (DAS)
From the State of Oregon, the Process Improvement Team spoke with Jennifer Schierling
who works for the Department of Administrative Services. This department is responsible
for statewide policy. The State of Oregon typically processes 8,000 recruitments a year
with an average turnaround time from requisition submission to a filled position of 2
months.
The major takeaways from this discussion are as follows:





The entire hiring process is electronic
o Electronic approvals routing logic is used and is based on the type of
vacancy and position to be filled.
Applicant creates a profile, uploads work history, and schedules their own
interviews.
o The State typically does not ask for resumes.
NeoGov auto-scores the applications to create the Eligible List.
Applicants can see the scoring, but not their ranking compared to other
applicants.

Multnomah County – Aging, Disability, and Veterans Services (ADVS)
From Multnomah County, the Process Improvement Team spoke with Becky Renfro who
is responsible for the Aging, Disability, and Veterans Services (ADVS), and the Directors’
Offices. In all, these departments combine to 775-800 people. Beck is personally
processing 30 recruitments at a time on average. They typical turnaround time from
requisition submitted to a filled position is 2 months.
The major takeaways from this discussion are as follows:






Recruitment process training is provided to all new supervisors.
“Recruitment Cheat Sheets” are provided to all supervisors.
o This includes an overview of the entire recruitment process and a sheet that
explicitly states which forms and tasks are required by hiring supervisors for
each step of the process.
Hiring managers have no access to NeoGov.
The human resources analysts review applications as they come in and do not
wait until the requisition closes.
o Multnomah County typically does not ask for resumes.
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Appendix F
Information Sensing Session Summary
Standardization:
In general, there seems to be a lack of understanding within bureaus about the standard
recruitment process, including the outreach methods. Some managers showed a desire for a
manual or handbook showing how the recruitment process works within the City. There is also a
desire for a Service Level Agreement to be created for the recruitment process – this would include
a timeline.
Each bureau has their own process to begin a recruitment – this often includes several manager
approvals.
The Recruitment Request Form is difficult to find. Additionally, there is a lot of jargon on the form.
Some hiring managers do not remember what the terms mean and have to look up definitions.
This can lengthen the time required to fill out the form. Once the form is filled out, occasionally the
information required from management for a requisition is missing causing BHR analysts to contact
hiring management for clarity.
The time between a hiring manager submitting a requisition and receiving an initial email from a
recruitment analyst varies greatly. Hiring managers stated that this time can range from one day
to several weeks.
Work Plans vary between BHR recruitment analysts. For instance, one analyst may use detailed
bullet points and another may use vague tables – some analysts do not provide a work schedule
at all. This adds to the lack of understanding on the standard process and can create frustration
for those involved in the process.
There are no clear guidelines for how to score veterans preference during interviewing.
Additionally, some bureaus were initially unaware that they were required to write in detail why
they didn’t select a veteran for a position.
Automation:
Currently, the hiring manager cannot utilize NeoGov to create their own requisition and/or
announcement to send to HR to approve it – some would like this ability. Additionally, some
believe it would be helpful if bureaus could open recruitments on whatever day of the week they
choose instead of waiting until Monday.
Some hiring managers would like a standard list of outreach options that managers can reference
and choose from automatically on NeoGov.
It was suggested that a question asking applicants specifically where they heard about the open
position – for example, not just “website” generally, but what specific website – be placed in the
NeoGov application.
An interest in using supplemental questions within NeoGov was shown. Using supplemental
questions correctly within NeoGov has the potential to narrow down the candidate pool
automatically, lessening the manual labor. A full pool would still be available to reference, if the
hiring manager was not satisfied the automatically narrowed pool.
Some believe that job classifications should be combined with job descriptions in NeoGov, instead
of having them separate which can create confusion and human error. Additionally, by having
job descriptions, potential applicants can select a specific job to be notified about if it becomes
vacant -- instead of job classifications, which are vague.
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Currently, hiring managers receive a disk or hard copies of resumes that they must pick up. Instead,
there is interest in providing managers with access to the resumes automatically within NeoGov.
Access to NeoGov would also allow reviewed resumes to be tracked, which many also showed
a desire for.
Some saw a benefit in scheduling interviews through NeoGov; hiring managers can put their
availability and applicants can select the time that suits them best – instead of having to call or
email.
Recruitment Capping:
The method at which a recruitment pool is capped can have major impacts on the total time of
the recruitment process. For instance, if the applicant pool cap is based off of a date (like 2 weeks)
then the number of applicants could reach over 300. At this amount, BHR no longer reviews the
applicants (cap is at 75 applicants for BHR review); the list is handed off to the manager to review.
This review can take a very long time to complete. Therefore, typically, capping the recruitment
based off of the number of applicants is more time effective.
Human Error and High Workload:
When agreeing on a process timeline, some managers are slow to respond due to a heavy
workload – causing recruitment analysts to push back the timeline.
There are cases of SMEs and panel evaluations having errors when scoring applicants. The analyst
has to verify why the scoring was off. Having to verify this information to ensure that each phase
is consistent, fair and equitable can delay the recruitment process. Additionally, the time it takes
for SMEs to review and score applicants varies greatly and can be lengthy -- sometimes it takes
months just to complete the initial evaluation.
There have been delays in receiving the Veterans Preference list. Additionally, there is potential to
miss veterans in the process due to human error, which is a legal concern.
There is a mutual desire to increase communication regarding delays between BHR and hiring
managers – i.e. if a delay is going to occur and the reasoning for the delay.
Some people feel that the largest contributor to a lengthy recruitment process is understaffing of
BHR and other bureaus that have overwhelmed hiring managers.
Hiring managers may not be aware of the high workload of the recruitment analyst. For example,
HR has to ensure that NeoGov is set up correctly for weighted exams, which can be timely and
goes generally unnoticed.
Outsourcing some of the duties of recruitment analysts and hiring managers was a suggestion.
Specifically, the City could outsource the initial application reviews and reference checking.
Additionally, the office dealing with risk management could perform the DMV driving record
checks, instead of having the applicant go through the DMV themselves, which can be timely.
Additional Considerations:
An online application automatically creates a barrier for some applicants – including the elderly
and those who speak a language other than English as their primary language.
There have been errors with NeoGov as a software. Pages have been missing in applications.
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